
Stage Rider 

Date: 10/09/2016
Venue: Sonne über Berlin
Location: Berlin, Deutschland
Band name: The Frayed Laces
Stage time: to be confirmed

Set up:
3 vocals (3 mic stands needed including drummer)
1 Singer
1 Guitar
1 Bass
1 Drums

Singer preferences:

SM58 microphone
In ear monitor system

Singer can provide the following if not available: SM58 & in ear monitors transmitter & receiver

All of the above or if anything needs substituting then please contact Emma Harley on 
emma@thefrayedlaces.com 

Guitar preference:

Fender American Standard Telecaster.
Fender Standard Telecaster (backup guitar).

Both set up with single coil pickups, with standard 3 way switching and strung with Ernie ball 
regular slinkys gauge 10-46.

Vocal mic preferences:
Shure SM58

Amp preferences:
Orange Tiny terror head
Orange ppc112 1x12 Cabinet
Kettle lead with appropriate fuse for tiny terror
amp speaker cable

Pedal board preferences:
Pedal train mini pedal board
TC electronic polytune mini
TC electronic spark mini
Maxon tube screamer
Electron Harmonix Little big muff pi 
TC electronic flashback mini
TC electronic hall of fame mini
TC electronic Ditto looper
Mooer 8 angled plug daisy chain cable
Boss PSA-240 Power Supply (UK)
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Cable preferences:
6x fender custom shop patch cables
2x 18.6ft fender custom shopped angled guitar cable
Standard mains extension cable long enough so the pedal board can be plugged in at the front of 
the stage.

Pick preferences:
5x Dunlop standard tortex 0.88mm (green) guitar picks

Joe will always provide his own (unless the venue specified otherwise):
Fender American Standard Telecaster.
Complete pedal board setup

Joe can provide the following for all gigs if not available:
Instrument cables
Guitar picks

In the event that the specified amp isn't available Joe is able to cope with any guitar amp that has a 
dirty channel option. 

For gigs out of the U.K. the venue will need to provide a pedal board power adapter similar to the 
one listed that is compatible with local outlets. Or let Joe know in due time so he can arrange an 
alternative PSU.

Joe can also provide the following for gigs in close proximity to London if not available:
Backup guitar
Tiny terror head
1x12 tiny terror head
Kettle lead
Speaker cable

Guitarist can provide the following if not available:

All of the above or if anything needs substituting then please contact Joe Langford on 
Joe@thefrayedlaces.com 

Bass preferences:

Any bass amp that can be provided will 

All of the above or if anything needs substituting then please contact Chelsea Cooke on 
Chelsea@thefrayedlaces.com 

Drummer preferences:

• 1 drum rug
• 4 piece drum kit set up
• 1 snare drum stand
• 1 rack Tom (preferably 10 inches)
• 1 floor Tom (preferably 12 inches) 
• 1 kick drum (preferably 22 inches)
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• 1 hi hat stand
• 4 (preferably boom) cymbal stands
• 1 drum stool (throne)
• 1 fan

Ben will provide all his own cymbals, bass pedal and snare at all shows unless he is obliged to use 
the venues gear. 
Drummer can provide the following if not available:

All of the above or if anything needs substituting then please contact Ben Birchall on 
ben@thefrayedlaces.com 
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